M IRO AT THE MANO R’ S SI GNATU RE B UBB LES
CUVÉE NO 1 ROSÉ

105

MARLBOROUGH NZ

100% pinot noir with a soft rose pink colour and masses of tiny bubbles,
fresh elegant wine with notes of strawberry, cherry and almond

MUMM ROSÉ

MARLBOROUGH NZ

22 / 95

The nose shows red berry fruits notes, rose petal aromas and a hint of
spice 100% Pinot Noir gives this wine depth and weight balanced by a
touch of brioche and a creamy texture from extended lees maturation

NAUTLIUS CUVÉE

MARLBOROUGH NZ

17 / 78

Light citrus and peach fruit with freshly baked bread characteristics

MUMM PRESTIGE

MARLBOROUGH NZ

95

A distinctive sparkling wine that marries the best of New Zealand Pinot Noir
and Chardonnay

CUVÉE NO 1 BLANC DE BLANC

MARLBOROUGH NZ

96

100% Chardonnay held on lees for 2 years, crisp lemon and fresh
peach notes alongside subtle toast and nutty characters

BLACK ESTATE DAMSTEEP PET NAT

WAIPARA NZ

95

Rich and vibrant. No additions, fining or filtering. 100% Pinot Noir grapes

GREYSTONE PET NAT

WAIPARA NZ

100

Fresh and lively aromatics of pineapple, lemon balm and citrus fruits. Palate –
crisp, crunchy, fresh, fruity salivating and dry

PERRIER JOUET BELLE ÉPOQUE CHAMPAGNE

FRANCE

425

Distinctive notes of white flowers combine with white peaches, crisp pears and
lemon

PERRIER JOUET BELLE ÉPOQUE ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE

FRANCE

550
Delicate in appearance yet extravagant in taste, Perrier-Jouët Belle Epoque Rosé
unleashes fragrant aromas of pink flowers and wild strawberries. Lively and
fresh on the palate, with a long, lingering finish

WHITE
BLACK ESTATE HOME CHARDONNAY WAIPARA NZ

120

Aromas of grapefruit, hazelnut, orange blossom, nectarine and sea
spray

CHURCH ROAD ‘GWEN’ CHARDONNAY HAWKES BAY NZ

14 / 65

A deliciously refreshing and elegant style of chardonnay with a crisp,
dry finish

DOG POINT CHARDONNAY MARLBOROUGH NZ

20 / 95

Deep straw colour. Complex array of toasted nuts, smokey tones
overlay a pure citrus backbone. Crisp and pure, vibrant acidity offers
lively structure with a dense citrus pith texture and fine finish

MAN O’ WAR EXILED PINOT GRIS WAIHEKE ISLAND NZ 13 / 60
Blood orange seared stone fruit and smoked l;ime characters married
to a demerara edge of sweetness and a salty tangy finish coming off
clean and refreshing

MAUDE SAUVIGNON BLANC CENTRAL OTAGO NZ

50

Aromas of grapefruit, lychee, lemongrass and fennel

MT MAUDE EAST BLOCK RIESLING WANAKA NZ

79

Vibrant lemon-lime sherbert, granny smith apples, voluptuous, clean,
crisp and morish

NAUTILUS SAUVIGNON BLANC MARLBOROUGH NZ

12 / 55

Aromas of passion fruit and citrus peel and hints of honeydew melon

PEGASUS BAY SAUVIGNON SEMILLION WAIPARA NZ

16 / 75

Impressions of passionfruit, melon, greengage and gooseberry
abound in the aroma and flavour. These are supported by savoury
hints of roast capsicum and aubergine

PYRAMID VALLEY CHARDONNAY NORTH CANTERBURY NZ 95
A very stylish Chardonnay with a rich creamy mid-palate, very
cocentrated with a saline, mineral texture and zest lemons acidity.
Excellent harmony between the fruit weight and toasty, vanilla
flavours from the oak

RIPPON ‘RIPPON’ MATURE RIESLING WANAKA NZ

85

The fruit is issued from Rippon’s mature vines, whose root hairs have
invaded the schist rock below. Lurking towards the end of the first
mouthful is substantial phenolic power and it soon starts to take
charge of the wine

ROCKBURN TIGERMOTH RIESLING CENTRAL OTAGO NZ 16 / 75
A medium sweet riesling filled with lively notes of tangerine and lime.
Balanced rich wetness and fine acidity are brought to a completion by
a long and cleansing finish.

ROSÉ

CHURCH ROAD ‘GWEN’ ROSÉ HAWKE’S BAY NZ 14 / 65
Gwen Rosé explores a more elegant, feminine and refined style of Rosé
winemaking.Dry and finely textured with subtle light berry, guava and
floral notes and savoury undertones. A refreshing mineral edge makes this
a sophisticated drink that will work well as an aperitif or a versatile food
wine

FROMM ROSÉ MARLBOROUGH NZ 55
Pink pale colour, elegantly dry, delicately flavoured

MAUDE ROSÉ CENTRAL OTAGO

NZ

$60

A beautiful blush colour, watermelon, strawberry, cherry, violet and crème
brulee. Crisp, luscious and simply delicious

MT BEAUTIFUL ROSÉ NORTH CANTERBURY NZ 12 / 55
Floral notes and intense sweet berry aromas; a dry palate that’s creamy
with good acidity

RED
BROOKFIELD’S SUN DRIED MALBEC HAWKES BAY NZ

14 / 65

Intense coloured and full bodied. Flavours of plum, spice liquorice & black fruits

BLACK ESTATE WILD LIFE PINOT NOIR WAIPARA NZ

19 / 85

Aromas of bright red cherry, strawberry. The palate has a fine grained vibrant
texture, with vivid fruits and a minerl lingering finish

BURN COTTAGE PINOT NOIR CENTRAL OTAGO NZ

120

Red fruit, spice, chocolate and blood orange nuances

FROMM ORGANIC SYRAH MARLBOROUGH NZ

85

Wild berries, violets and cracked black pepper with subtle thyme and lavender

GEORGES ROAD SYRAH WAIPARA NZ

15 / 70

Elegant wine with sweet fresh cherry and licorice notes combined with subtle oak,
hints of fine grained tannin, a velvet mouthfeel and lengthy finish

MAUDE MOWHAWK HILL PINOT NOIR

WANAKA NZ

21 / 98

Ripe cherry and plum aromas – rich, round and cuddly, a crowd favourite

MISHA’S VINEYARD ‘THE HIGH NOTE’ PINOT NOIR CENTRAL OTAGO NZ
110
A ruby red Pinot Noir with classic varietal aromatics of violets, plum and cherry
with hints of dark chocolate and spice, lead to a palate of ripe plums balanced
with fine tannins giving
great depth and length

PEGASUS BAY MERLOT CARBERNET WAIPARA NZ

16 / 75

It is deep purple in colour. The nose reveals an intoxicating patchwork of both
sweet
and savoury aromas, with hints of liquorice, chocolate, black cherry, vanilla and
spice

PYRAMID VALLEY PINOT NOIR LOWBURN VALLEY NZ

100

Floral nose with raspberry and cherry aromas. Savoury and earthy

PEGASUS BAY PINOT NOIR WAIPARA NZ

118

Flavours of raspberry, pomegranate, black cherry, purple plum, chocolate and
spice

WELLAND VALLEY & VALLEY SHIRAZ BAROSSA VALLEY AUS

15 / 70

Rich, concentrated red and blue fruits, dark chocolate and mocha notes with hints
of spice and cedary oak. The palate is rich with good structure and length

BOTTLES & CANS

PERONI Beer 4.7% ITALY 10
PERONI LEGGERA Low Carb Beer 3.5% ITALY 10
PERONI 0% Beer ITALY 10
CORONA Pale Lager 4.5% MEXICO 10
GARAGE PROJECT HOPS ON POINTE Champagne Pilsner 6.7%
WTN NZ 12
GARAGE PROJECT ‘BEER’ Pale Lager 4.8% WELLINGTON NZ 12
B.EFFECT MIRO LAGER 4.43% WANAKA NZ 12
GARAGE PROJECT HAPI DAZE Pacific Pale Ale 4.6% WELLINGTON NZ
12
THREE BOYS Oyster Stout 6.5% CHRISTCHURCH NZ 13
THREE BOYS West Coast Red IPA 6.0% CHRISTCHURCH NZ 12
THREE BOYS Dystopia Double IPA 7.3% CHRISTCHURCH NZ 13
ABSOLUTELY SMASHING Cider 4.5% CHRISTCHURCH NZ 12
LONE BEE Sparkling Mead 5.3% (GF) CHRISTCHURCH NZ 13.50
B.EFFECT DAY WALKER Alcoholic Ginger Beer 4.2% WANAKA NZ 10

VODKA
BROKEN SHED WANAKA NZ 12
From NZ purest water and distilled three times

BLUE DUCK RARE VODKA TAURANGA NZ 14
Hints of pepper spice and lemon with no fewer than seven distillations

SCAPEGRACE CHRISTCHURCH NZ 13
The vodka displays a smooth graceful profile with a creamy pavlova finish

THE REID SINGLE MALT VODKA CARDRONA NZ 18
Pear drops, toffee and biscuits on the nose with a weighted spirit on the tongue

TITO’S HANDMADE VODKA (GF) AUSTIN USA 15
Distilled from corn

GIN
BROKEN HEART ARROWTOWN NZ 12
Central Otago summer with earthy floral spice

SCAPEGRACE CHRISTCHURCH NZ 14
Botanicals natures wild apostles

BLACK ROBIN TAURANGA NZ 15
Candied lemon and lime zest, chervil, watercress, parsley and mint

THE SOURCE CARDRONA NZ 18
Foraged rosehip and traditional gin flavours

THE BOTANIST ISLAY SCOTLAND 15
Using 22 foraged Island botanicals

HAYMANS LONDON DRY GIN ENGLAND 15
10 botanicals juniper, coriander seeds, orris root, angelica root, liquorice, orange peel,
lemon peel, cassia bark, cinnamon, nutmeg

RUM
BLACK COLLAR RUM BAY OF ISLANDS NZ

14

Vanilla, caramel and butterscotch with a smokey char

BRUGAL ANEJO DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

13

Smooth, well-rounded drop with overtones of rich vanilla and soft spices
bananas, white chocolate with cinnamon notes

FLOR DE CANA GRAN RESERVA 7 YEAR

NICARAGUA

14

Flavours of butterscotch, brown sugar, almond butter, dried figs and red apple

FLOR DE CANA 12 YEAR NICARAGUA

15

Full-bodied with rich complex flavours and a smooth finish
Reddish amber colour, aromas of honey and toasted nuts

HELMSMAN WHITE WELLINGTON NZ

13

The Helmsman white is usually aged for over a year It is aged in stainless steel tanks
and plain oak casks, which leads to a light blonde colour and sweet flavour

HELMSMAN SPICED WELLINGTON NZ

13

Bananas, white chocolate with cinnamon notes of the nose, and soft pepper.
All of this comes together to create a unique balance of flavours that
softens the flame of the rum and a taste not too sweet

SPIRITED UNION QUEEN PINEAPPLE & SPICE AMSTERDAM NL 12
Panamanian rum united with fresh Queen Victoria pineapple, cinnamon and sweet
spice

SPIRITED UNION PINK GRAPEFRUIT & ROSE AMSTERDAM NL 12
Swazi rum united with fresh pink grapefruit, blood orange,
rose petals and elderflower blossom

WHISKEY
JURA JOURNEY ISLA OF JURA SCOTLAND 11
Matured exclusively in American white oak former Bourbon barrels, this island malt
imparts flavours of vanilla spice, citrus and gentle smoke

TULLIBARDINE SHERRY FINISH HIGHLANDS SCOTLAND 15
Finished principally in Pedro Ximenez sweet Spanish sherry casks, Tullibardine 500 has
a fragrant nose, with new leather, beeswax, apple and vanilla. The palate is smooth
and sherried, with more leather, brittle toffee, orange peel, honey, and nutmeg and
the fruity finish is notably spicy

BRUICHLADDICH THE CLASSIC LADDIE SCOTTISH BARLEY WHISKEY
ISLAY SCOTLAND 14
Elegant and floral with a signature salt-citrus tang, a hint of mint leading into notes of
freshly cut wild flowers - buttercup, daisy, meadowsweet, myrtle, primrose and cherry
blossom

DALMORE 12 YEAR HIGHLANDS SCOTLAND 18
Citrus fruits and crushed almonds, with a subtle hint of marzipan and chocolate, citrus,
sherry and exotic spices

THE MACALLAN 12 YEAR DOUBLE OAK HIGHLANDS SCOTLAND 19
This is a fully rounded single malt in perfect balance, with flavours of honey, citrus and
ginger

GLENFIDDICH 12 YEAR SPEYSIDE SCOTLAND 16
A single malt Scotch whisky with distinctive fresh pear, creamy with subtle oak
flavours and a long smooth and mellow finish

MACKINLAYS BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY SCOTLAND 13
Golden sandy highlights. Clear and bright. Firm and rich luscious creamy, round tones

CARDRONA SINGLE MALT ‘GROWING WINGS’ CARDRONA NZ 45
Pecan pie loaded with treacle and vanilla bean clotted cream

CHIVAS REGAL 12YR BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY HIGHLANDS SCOTLAND 14
Chivas Regal 12 year old is a very refined blended whisky with flavours of herbs, honey
and fruit prominent on the palate

CHIVAS REGAL 18 YEAR GOLD SIGNATURE HIGHLANDS SCOTLAND 20
Malt and grain whiskies from distilleries all over Scotland, including classic Speyside
malt from Strathisla. Chivas 18 rewards the senses with 85 unique flavour notes in
every drop

PORT
TAYLOR’S 10 YR TAWNY DOURO VALLEY PORTUGAL 17
Rich nose combining aromas of ripe berry fruit with a delicate nuttiness and subtle
mellow notes of chocolate, butterscotch and fine oak wood. Palate of full ripe figgy,
jammy notes

TAYLOR’S RESERVE TAWNY DOURO VALLEY PORTUGAL 20
Hints of cigar box, cedarwood and leather add an exotic dimesion to the nose. Full of
rich, fruit cake flavors with some fresh plum character emerging

DE BORTOLI OLD BOYS 21 YR OLD BARREL AGED TAWNY NSW AUS 20
Complex mocha and rancio (nutty) notes with a firm drying finish

TAYLOR’S FINE RUBY DOURO VALLEY PORTUGAL 10
Fruity nose, full of intense concentrated blackcurrant and cherry aromas. Palate
crammed with luscious black fruit flavours

COGNAC
MARTELL VSOP (VERY SUPERIOR OLD PALE) FRANCE 15
A balanced cognac marked by an oaky taste, time in barrell infuses it with complex
aromas along with notes of caramelised dried fruits and prunes

MARTELL XO (EXTRA OLD) FRANCE 38
Spicy notes of black and pink pepper, coriander wounded out by a rich aroma of fig,
walnut and sandalwood, Intense notes of fig, red fruit and blackcurrant bud,
exceptionally long and robust finish

